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Abstract
Inclines are additively idempotent semirings in which products are less than or equal to
either factor. Thus they generalize Boolean and fuzzy algebra. We outline results obtained in a
book with Cao [Cao, Kim, Roush, Incline Algebra and Applications, John Wiley & Sons, New
York, 1984] on algebraic structure of inclines themselves, matrices over inclines, topological
and convergence results, and some applications. This survey paper represents our talk at the
10th annual ILAS conference at Auburn University, June 2002.
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1. Introduction
In the latter part of the 20th century, a number of mathematicians realized the
good features and the significant applications of a certain type of semiring structure.
Semirings are structures which are associative and distributive on both sides, but
do not in general have additive inverses. These semiring structures are additively
idempotent, like Boolean and fuzzy algebras, but multiplicatively non-idempotent,
like the integers.
Many people independently did some work of this kind; one of the earliest work-
ers was Menger who developed an idea of fuzzy sets, and also in 1942 triangular
norms [30], semirings where one operation is given by max or min. This was used in
game theory by Aumann [1]. Toll norms are one name for this kind of structure over
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the reals; Knuth [24] considered related structures for multisets in his classic Art
of Computer Programming. Then complete lattice-ordered semirings and quantic
lattice-ordered semirings (which add an infinite distributive property) were studied
by Fuchs [12] and Goguen [15]. Variants have been used to study quantum logic
and analyze computer programs. Cuninghame-Green [10] wrote a book on minimax
algebras and Zimmerman [36] used this kind of structure in optimization. Cohen
et al. and their colleagues proved major theorems such as [8] a little before we entered
the field. Some of our sketchy knowledge of these other names for similar work is
due to Golan who wrote an excellent book on semirings reprinted as [16]. A brief
but interesting survey of modern applications is given in [13].
The works [5,6] give a thorough treatment of matrices over an idempotent semi-
rings and their applications to optimization methods on graphs. The papers [26,27]
give a view of mathematics over idempotent semirings as a dequantization or clas-
sical limit of traditional mathematics as something like a Planck constant goes to
zero. The papers [9,27] deal with infinite-dimensional linear algebra. The works
[2,3,18,20] also survey this area and give additional applications. This lists only a
little of the work on structures of this general type and the people who did it.
Our work began with some papers in which a friend, Zhi Qiang Cao of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences at that time defined an algebraic structure which he called a
slope and we renamed incline to avoid confusion with tangent lines and calculus.
In addition to additive idempotence, the key axiom is x + xy = x + yx = x. That
is, if we interpret summation as a supremum, the product of two elements is less
than or equal to either factor. This idea that products tend to decrease sizes, so that
things slide downhill, is the reason for the name incline. There is a reverse notion
of antiincline, in which products are always greater than the factors. By comparison,
maximin algebras can represent an incline and an antiincline put together as a sin-
gle structure. References to theorems, etc. below will be from [4] unless otherwise
stated.
As we go, we will compare the results on inclines with more comprehensive re-
sults in the special case of Boolean matrices, given in [22].
2. Commutative inclines as algebraic objects
Definition. An incline is a set K on which two binary operations +, .K ×K → K
are given, denoted as addition and multiplication, such that for all x, y, z ∈ K
x + y = y + x, x + (y + z) = (x + y)+ z,
x(y + z) = xy + xz, (y + z)x = yx + zx, x(yz) = (xy)z,
x + x = x, x + xy = x, y + xy = y.
If also ∀x, y, xy = yx, then the incline is said to be commutative. Definition. x  y
in an incline K if and only if x + y = y.
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Later the three following fundamental inclines will be especially important. Here
7 is really used for the first letter of the Korean alphabet which is pronounced “gee-
ouk”. The bottom portion of 7 looks inclined.
71 = ([0, 1], sup(x, y), inf(x, y)),
72 = ([0, 1], sup(x, y), xy),
73 = ([0, 1], inf(x, y), inf(x + y, 1)).
The set of n× n matrices over such an incline will be denoted Mn(7i ).
One can concentrate on the multiplicative structure, and view the additive struc-
ture as an ordering of that. In that sense, an incline is a semilattice-ordered semigroup
in which products are less than or equal to the factor. This view is useful in try-
ing to classify inclines but on the other hand it deemphasizes the semiring structure
from which matrices can be formed, which are useful in dealing with modelling
systems.
One has the usual algebraic notions of subincline, congruence, homomorphism,
quotient incline. There are two natural concepts of ideal: ideals in the semiring sense,
that is, subsets J ⊂ K such that for all x, y ∈ J , z ∈ K , x + y ∈ J , zx ∈ J , xz ∈ J
and ideals in a lattice sense, subinclines J such that if z ∈ J , y < z then y ∈ J .
We will use the second definition, which implies the first. There will be a free cy-
clic incline, which if 0, 1 are added is isomorphic to the tropical semiring (N ∪
+{∞},min,+) (see [32]). Cyclic inclines are readily classified as quotients of the
ordered non-negative integers.
In general we may consider the free commutative semiring on a set of generators
xi , which will be the semiring of non-negative polynomials in those variables with
no constant term, and then define a congruence by the relations that for each of
its elements z, y, z+ z ∼ z, z+ zy ∼ z, y + zy ∼ z, taking its closure under the
equivalence relation and congruence properties. The quotient of the free commu-
tative semiring will be a free commutative incline. There will likewise be a free
non-commutative incline on any set of generators.
Our deepest structural result is Theorem 1.1.7 [4] that in every finitely generat-
ed commutative incline, all ascending chains (in fact all non-descending sequences
including antichains) terminate finitely, for which we use Ramsey theory. This in-
volves looking at a non-descending sequence of polynomials in the generators, and
monomials mij in the generators which guarantee the non-descending property for
term i vs. term j of the series, and coloring them by which variable occurring to a
lower power implies non-decreasingness. We use induction on the number of gen-
erators in a free incline. The case of non-commutative inclines will be discussed in
Section 4.
We study the question, when a lattice for the additive operation has some incline
structure. Given a lattice which is finite or has suprema of arbitrary subsets, there is
always a unique maximal product structure which is a potential incline, and will be
an incline if it is associative; if this structure is non-zero then some incline structure
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will exist. Every incline structure on a finite Boolean algebra is represented by a
projection to a sublattice.
Definition. An incline K with 0 is x-simple if there is some element not equal to
zero, such that any non-trivial congruence on the incline identifies that element with
zero.
We can represent general inclines faithfully in a product of x-simple inclines,
which have some special structure (Theorem 1.3.2 [4]) (in the infinite case a Zorn’s
lemma argument extends the proof of Theorem 1.3.1 in [4]). There is the question of
characterizing inclines that embed in a product of inclines whose ordering is linear.
These satisfy many special identities such as ay ∧ bz  az+ by. One can also study
finite representability and show that free commutative inclines K are finitely repre-
sentable (residually finite), meaning that K has a monomorphism into some product
of finite inclines, alternatively for any x /= y in K there is a homomorphism h with
finite image set such that h(x) /= h(y). Is every incline residually finite?
In a more recent paper with George Markowsky [23] we studied questions of
representing inclines in terms of other idempotent semirings, such as by Boolean
matrices, and show there is a family of inclines of Boolean matrices with 0, 1 which
is in a sense universal. We add all the elements in a finite incline to get an idempotent
E; then the set of all matrices A  E which commute with E, so that A = EAE will
form an incline.
3. Vectors and matrices over an incline
Applications of commutative inclines typically involve multidimensional struc-
tures, and matrices over the original incline. We can define vectors just as elements of
a Cartesian product incline with coordinatewise operations, and subspaces as subsets
closed under addition and scalar multiplication.
In the study of Boolean vector spaces and matrices, the idea of basis is very im-
portant. A basis is a minimal spanning set for the subspace; every subspace has a
unique basis. However even in the case of fuzzy algebra, some restriction must be
added to this idea of basis in order to get a basis with desirable properties.
Example. Consider vectors over 71, the fuzzy algebra:
{(0.5, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)}; {(0.5, 0.5, 0.5), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)}.
These are two bases for the same fuzzy subspace. The second is a standard basis.
A standard basis for a subspace W is a generating subset x1, . . . , xn such that
whenever xi =∑j cij xj , xi = ciixi . Every finite incline has a standard basis, and
any finite incline in which idempotents are linearly ordered has a unique standard
basis. In this case, the cardinality of all bases is independent of the choice of basis,
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and gives a notion of rank. However in general finite inclines, many subspaces will
have a unique basis.
The matrices over any semiring, with operations defined by the usual formulas,
also form a semiring. The multiplicative semigroups formed in this way are of partic-
ular interest, both for Boolean matrices and for general matrices. These semigroups,
unlike matrices over a field, are not regular, that is, it is not always possible to solve
the regularity equation ∃x, axa = a. In this situation x is called a g-inverse of a,
and the element a is said to be regular. In semigroups which are not groups, one of
the most important aspects of structure is a collection of equivalence relations which
describe right and left divisibility, called Green’s relations. For general background
in semigroups, see [7]. The definition is simplest in the case of semigroups with a
unit 1, called monoids.
Definition. In a monoid M ,
a L b ↔ ∃x, y ∈ M, xa = b, yb = x,
a R b ↔ ∃x, y ∈ M, ax = b, by = x,
a J b ↔ ∃x, y, z, w ∈ M, zax = b, wby = x,
a H b ↔ a R b ∧ a L b,
a D b ↔ ∃c ∈ M,a L c R b.
Example. For matrices A,B whose rows form a standard basis, A L B if and only
if A = PB for some permutation matrix P assuming finiteness and linear order-
ing of idempotents: by Theorem 2.4.4 [4] the standard basis is then unique up to
rearrangement.
These are all equivalence relations in the monoid M , and can also be de-
scribed by containment of semigroup principal ideals: L means equality of left ide-
als Ma = Mb, R equality of right ideals, J equality of 2-sided ideals. For finite
semigroups J = D. The relation H is related to automorphisms and to subsemi-
groups which are isomorphic to multiplicative groups: every such semigroup is an
H -class. Conversely an H -class is isomorphic to a group if and only if it contains an
idempotent.
As with Boolean matrices, we define the row and column spaces to be the sub-
spaces of all vectors spanned by the row and column spaces of a matrix. Then the
relations L,R are equivalent to equality of the row and column spaces of a matrix,
H means both the row spaces and the column spaces are equal, and D means that
there is an isomorphism of the row spaces which is induced by multiplication by
some matrix.
Regular elements are those having an inverse in the above sense, or equivalently,
in the stricter sense ∃x, axa = a, xax = a. If an element is regular, then so are
all elements in its D-class. This is so if and only if the D-class contains an idem-
potent.
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Example. This Boolean matrix is one of the simplest non-regular matrices.
0 1 11 0 1
1 1 0

 .
Idempotent Boolean matrices can be conjugated by permutations into a block tri-
angular form in which all blocks are identically zero or identically 1. If one replaces
blocks by single elements and deletes the rows and columns of diagonal zeros, then
one obtains an idempotent in the same D-class whose rows and columns form a
basis, called a non-singular idempotent. Such an idempotent is precisely the matrix
of a partial order relation.
Example. A typical idempotent Boolean matrix might be
1 0 01 1 1
1 1 1

 .
A similar reduction can be carried out for idempotents over any finite incline, to
smaller idempotents in the same D-class whose non-zero rows form a standard basis
and whose main diagonal elements are idempotent. If idempotents are linearly or-
dered in the commutative incline itself, then the row and column ranks of all regular
matrices are the same.
It is not always possible to put idempotents over an incline into block triangular
form.
Example
x < 1,

 1 x
2 x
x 1 x2
x2 x 1

 .
As a replacement, one has the fact that the binary relation for n× n matrices that
mn−1ij > mji is acyclic, in case the incline is linearly ordered.
We give algorithms for determining regularity and finding a g-inverse; if a g-
inverse exists then there must be a g-inverse which is a permutation matrix, in the
case that idempotents in the original incline are linearly ordered. This involves pass-
ing to an idempotent in the same row space whose non-zero rows are a standard basis.
To determine regularity one looks at the maximal elements row by row, checks they
are idempotent, constructs a permutation, and checks whether it is a g-inverse.
Example. Having regular sections for a fuzzy matrix, that is, regular images under
all maps of the fuzzy algebra to 0, 1, does not guarantee it is regular
 1 0.4 0.30.5 1 0.4
0.5 0.5 1

 .
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Definition. An element a has a Moore–Penrose inverse x if and only if axa =
a, xax = x and ax, xa are symmetric.
A Moore–Penrose inverse exists iff a H aaTa in which case this inverse is unique.
Groups in the set of n× n Boolean matrices are represented by the H -classes of
idempotents, and are subgroups of the symmetric group of degree n, represented by
permutations of some row basis which induce automorphisms on a row space. In the
general case, this is also true, except that we have a product of a number of copies
of this symmetric group. There is only one copy if the incline is linearly ordered
(Theorem 5.2.3 [4]).
Example. This Boolean matrix generates a group of order 2.
1 0 01 0 1
1 1 0

 .
4. Non-commutative inclines and antiinclines
Basic ideas of vectors, matrices, subspaces, also go through for non-commutative
inclines. For finite non-commutative inclines, every subspace has a standard basis.
The chain condition holds also for non-commutative inclines; in a finitely
generated non-commutative incline, every sequence has a decreasing subsequence
(Theorem 3.6.11 [4]). We consider an ordering on words in n generators by w > u
if we can delete some generators in u to give w, for instance yz > xyxzx. This is a
partial order and in any incline it must be true w  u in the incline structure. First
Lemma 3.6.7 [4] is proved, every infinite sequence of distinct words in n generators
contains words Wi,Wj such that i < j and Wj > Wi . This is proved by induction on
the number of generators and then on the length of the first word W1, one looks at its
last letter xk and divides into two cases, according to whether or not infinitely many
of the other words also end in xk , and effects a reduction. Compare also [28] Theorem
6.1.2, Proposition 6.1.3. Then Theorem 3.6.10 [4] is proved, that for any descending
sequence of words there is a cofinal sequence wj =∏ki=1 zni(j)i where for each i,
ni(j) is non-decreasing in j and zi is a product of variables whose subscripts are
strictly increasing. Either we have cofinality with (x1x2 · · · xn)i or by a contradiction
argument for some fixed k we can write the words in the form pi1 · · ·pik where all
the pik involve fewer variables. Lemma 3.6.8 [4] says in effect in a free incline if
there exists a non-decreasing sequence then there exists a non-decreasing sequence
aj =∑j−1i=1 mij of monomials such that it will never be the case that mij  mjk .
This follows because for each i < j some monomial mij in aj will be not less than
or equal to any in ai ; we delete any terms which are not needed. Lemma 3.6.9 [4]
says we may then take a system in which for each i, mij is decreasing in j . This is by
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taking repeated subsequences; first we take a subsequence n1,i of the original where
m1j is decreasing beginning with n11, and then a subsequence n2,i of that where
mn11j is decreasing, a subsequence n3,i where mn21j is decreasing and so on, and
then take the diagonal subsequence n11, n21, . . . which starting with the kth term is
a subsequence of the kth sequence, and restrict also to the set of j = n11, n21, . . . It
is convenient to picture the mij as an infinite upper triangular matrix with i giving
the rows and j the columns, so the rows are decreasing and infinite and no element
in the j column is greater than or equal to any element in the j row.
Theorem (3.6.11). In a non-commutative finitely generated incline there every se-
quence has a descending sequence.
Proof. Assume we have a system mij for all i < j as guaranteed by the lemmas
just mentioned, which is decreasing in j for each fixed i, and is such that never
mij  mjk . For each i we apply Theorem 3.6.10 described above to the sequence
mij and find a cofinal subsequence wij having the special form which is mentioned.
We associate a word Wi to each such sequence, having a larger number of variables.
Whenever the sequence ns tends to infinity, we insert a new variable ys depending
only on zs to represent these factors whose exponents tend to infinity. There are
only a finite number of choices of zs , products of variables whose subscripts strictly
increase, so this adds a finite number of variables. Now the Wi are themselves mo-
nomials in a finite number of variables and therefore have a decreasing subsequence.
Consider some pair i1 < i2,Wi1 > Wi2 . This implies by cofinality that every term in
the i1 row for mij is greater than or equal to some term in the i2 row. In particular
mi1i2 is greater than or equal to elements in the i2 row. 
It follows that for any n over a non-commutative incline, there are positive inte-
gers k, d such thatAk  Ak+d for all n× nmatrices. (We take subsequences on each
entry in turn for the universal example.) What are the least such positive integers?
Example. We can get a free non-commutative incline in two variables by taking
monomials 1, x, y, xx, xy, yx, yy, . . . and taking sums in which no monomial is
less than another in the ordering mentioned above (that is we can delete some letters
and obtain the other word in order), such as x + y, xy + yx, . . .
Antiinclines replace the incline axiom by x + xy = xy, y + xy = xy. For a line-
arly ordered incline, one can obtain an antiincline by reversing its order, keeping the
multiplication the same. Finitely generated antiinclines obtained in this way cannot
have infinite non-ascending sequences. Bases are unique. If one reverses the order
in the standard 2-element Boolean algebra to form an incline, there are only 2 idem-
potent n× n matrices, and products of any three matrices not equal to the minimal
idempotent are equal to the maximal idempotent, so the structure of this semigroup
is very simple.
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5. Asymptotic structure, rank, group theoretic complexity
In the case of Boolean matrices we have Ak+d = Ak and we may choose k 
(n− 1)2 + 1 which is best possible. The integer d is the maximum order of an
element of the symmetric group of degree n, Sn. In fact the same bound on k works
whenever the incline is a distributive lattice.
Example. This Boolean matrix has the best k equal to 5.
0 1 00 0 1
1 1 0

 .
A type I commutative incline is one in which products are continuous in a Haus-
dorff topology, the powers xn of any incline element converge, and the lattice of
idempotents is distributive with basis. In such an incline we can identify the limits
of powers of n× n matrices A as∑n−1v=1 AuBAv where B is an idempotent power of
h(A) and h is the mapping x → lim xn. Convergence can be classified as to conver-
gence of powers to 0, to the maximal idempotent, to other idempotents, and oscilla-
tion; the matrix A has the same one of these behaviors as h(A) does.
Over 73 the powers eventually assume a simple though not a repeating form. For
some index k, and the same d as above, for all integers k1 > k Ak1+d = C  Ak1 for
a matrix C, where  represents entrywise products over the real numbers, and C
depends only on A and the residue class of k1 modulo n! (Theorem 5.3.8 [4]). The
matrix C is determined by looking at products along cycles in the graph of A (see
[2,14,31] Theorem 7 [4]).
Group theoretic complexity #G involves the shortest wreath product made up
of alternating finite groups and semigroups whose H -classes have one element,
into which a semigroup can be embedded. For finite inclines 7x which are em-
bedded in products of inclines whose only idempotents are 0, 1, the group theoret-
ical complexity of Mn(7x) as defined by John Rhodes is n− 1. This generalizes
results for Boolean matrices and transformations. His computations for transfor-
mations give the lower bound. The upper bound uses subdirect products and the
following.
(A) Suppose S has a unique maximal J -class which is regular, and e is an idempotent
in it. #G(S) = #G(eSe).
(B) Let K be an ideal of S: #G(S)  #G(S/K)+ #G(K).
(C) If every R-class of S contains at most one idempotent, #G(S)  1.
We can describe the Schein rank (not in general the same as row or column rank)
as the least k such that a matrix is the product of an n× k matrix and a k × n matrix.
The row and column rank are at least the Schein rank (also called Boolean rank for
Boolean matrices).
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Example. This Boolean matrix has Schein rank 3, column rank 3, row rank 4.


1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

 .
6. Topological inclines
Inclines used in practice are usually related to the real numbers, and operations
are continuous in a corresponding topology. Compact Hausdorff topological inclines
have many of the same properties as finite inclines. Continuous linearly ordered in-
clines on [0, 1] such that 02 = 0, 12 = 1 must be commutative, and in fact they can
in a certain sense all be built out of our three fundamental inclines:
71 : a + b = sup{a, b}, ab = inf{a, b},
72 : a + b = inf{a, b}, ab = inf{a + b, 1},
73 : a + b = sup{a, b}, ab = usual real product.
Example. In 73, (0.5)(0.6)+ (0.1)(0.2) = sup(0.3, 0.2) = 0.3. The corresponding
expression in 71, 72 has values 0.5, inf(1, 0.3) = 0.3.
The first is the fuzzy algebra. In the 3rd, powers of non-idempotent elements
decrease indefinitely, in the 2nd powers always converge finitely. To build the other
inclines, take a copy of the fuzzy algebra, identify an infinite set of disjoint open
subintervals, and insert 72 or 73 in each such subinterval.
Sun Shin Ahn did a study of higher-dimensional commutative topological in-
clines. There are infinitely many, in particular there are many subinclines of the prod-
uct incline on Rn, and they do not reduce to any finite set. Under mild conditions,
the topological space in question must be contractible.
One can study questions of an analytic nature in continuous inclines. For 2 ×
2 matrices over 73, a condition generalizing non-negative determinant is sufficient
that a matrix belongs in a 1-parameter semigroup At . More generally 1-parameter
semigroups over 73 can be represented as
aij (t) =
∑
k
aik(0)uk(1)takj (0),
where
uk(t) = lim
n→∞ akk(t/n!)
n!.
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Example. One 1-parameter semigroup of 73 is(
(0.6)t 0
0.2(0.6)t (0.1)t
)
.
Functions which are convex downwards and increasing on R+ can be represented
as infima of linear functions corresponding to tangents to their graph, which pro-
vides a representation quite relevant to an extension of 72. Derivatives can be defined
in a standard way for functions expanded as infinite series. It is possible to define
integrals, which are closely related to suprema.
Gondran and Minoux did early work to develop a finite-dimensional spectral
theory – see [17–19] as well as the exposition [2] – as did Vorob’ev [35] and
Romanovskiı˘ [33].
Many results on finite-dimensional vectors and matrices generalize to infinite-
dimensional vectors and matrices, both over Boolean algebras and over inclines.
Corresponding to a Hilbert space, we may consider a product of a countable number
of copies of 73. A linear function H → 73 is then (Theorem 4.7.3 [4]) continuous in
the product topology if and only if it is countably additive if and only if it is an inner
product ax, where ai → 0. All continuous linear operators have non-trivial invariant
subspaces, but they do not always have eigenvalues.
A countable spectral theory is also given by Maslov in [11,29], and see the general
survey [20]. Maslov also gives applications of these semirings to analysis, and see
also [25].
Example. The mapping sending ei → ei+1 has no row eigenvectors, but the sub-
space of vectors whose first coordinate is 0 is invariant.
The properties of indecomposable infinite matrices are similar to those of inde-
composable finite matrices. In particular for an indecomposable infinite matrix there
must be a path in the graph from every vertex to every other, through edges corre-
sponding to non-zero entries. If there is no path vi to vj then we have a decomposi-
tion into the set of vertices which do have paths to vj and the set of vertices which
do not, and there is no edge going from the latter set to the former. This implies that
any eigenvector consists entirely of non-zero entries.
Theorem 4.7.9 [4] requires an additional hypothesis, as pointed out by the referee.
Theorem ([4,Theorem 4.7.9] Lower Eigenvalue Bound Theorem). Let A be an in-
decomposable matrix (one which cannot be put into non-trivial block triangular form
aij = 0, i ∈ S, j /∈ S). For any i let c = sup(a(n)ii )1/n. Then c is a lower bound on
the eigenvalues of A. It does not depend on i.
Idea of Proof. We first show independence of i. This is because we have a bounded
length path from any vertex of any other, so for each i, j for some positive ci indepen-
dent of n, a(n)ii  c1a
(n)
jj , a
(n)
jj  c2a
(n)
ii , which implies the result on taking nth roots
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since c1/ni → 0. Then if we look at the nth powers, for an eigenvector v, eigenvalue
λ, λnvi  vianii . 
Example (Due to referee). Let 0 < α < 1 and let M be a matrix indexed on the
positive integers whose only non-zero entries are aii+1 = α, ai+1i = 1. Then every
number x ∈ [α1/2, 1] is an eigenvalue, with row eigenvector (1, x, x2, x3, . . .).
This argues that we should look for upper and lower bounds. An upper bound is
given in the next result which is not in our book.
Theorem (Upper Eigenvalue Bound Theorem). Let A be an indecomposible ma-
trix over 73. An upper bound on its eigenvalues for row vectors is given by cu =
supj infn supi a
(n)/n
ij .
Proof. Let v be an eigenvector with eigenvector λ, / > 0, vj an entry which is at
least 1 − / times r = supi vi . Choose any n. λnvj =
∑
i via
(n)
ij 
∑
i ra
(n)
ij .
λnr(1 − /)  r supi a(n)ij ,
λ  (1 − /)−1/n supi a(n)/nij ,
λ  (1 − /)−1 infn supi a(n)/nij .
Taking supj removes the 1 − /.
If we took lim inf instead of inf positivity of all entries would mean we get the
same value for all j. 
Theorem (4.7.12, Eigenvector Theorem). The indecomposable matrix A will have
a row eigenvector with eigenvalue λ if and only if each row of (λ−1A)n is bounded
independently of n, and not all entries converge to 0. (Note A/λ need no longer lie
in 0, 1; we can extend the operations.)
Idea of Proof. If some row is bounded independently of n and not all entries con-
verge to zero, then we can take a coordinatewise limit superior of its entries to ob-
tain a fixed vector vf . If we consider vf as the infimum of a decreasing sequence∑∞
n=k(λ−1A)ni∗ =
∑∞
n=k ei(λ−1A)n, each term of which is mapped to the next by
λ−1A, we see that vf λ−1A = vf . If there is any row eigenvector v with eigenvalue
λ then v(λ−1A)n is bounded and the same is true if we replace v by a vector whose
ith entry is unchanged, but all other entries are zero. 
Theorem (4.7.13, Strong Finite Approximation Theorem). Let A be an indecompos-
able matrix over 73. (1) A sufficient condition for a non-zero row eigenvector of A
to exist is that aij → 0 as i, j →∞ in any way. (2) Another is that A is symmetric
and has a largest entry.
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Idea of Proof of (1). This condition implies there is a specific cycle which realizes
the maximum geometric mean given by c, since for any /, there is some N such that
if at least half the vertices in the cycle are larger than N then its geometric mean is
at most /. It also implies there is some N such that the largest entry of each power
of A is some a(n)ij , i, j < N , and the necessary products come from this block. Then
we need consider only boundedness within a finite subblock, and study this block as
a finite-dimensional matrix to obtain the condition of the last theorem. 
Idea of Proof of (2). We observe that this entry must provide the number c and
will also give an upper bound on the sizes of all eigenvalues, so it equals the only
possible eigenvalue. All entries of the powers are at most cn so we have the required
boundedness. 
7. Applications of inclines
Boolean matrices and fuzzy matrices are applied to automaton theory (just as de-
terministic automata correspond to collections of transformations on the state space,
non-deterministic automata correspond to Boolean matrices), design of switching
circuits (take the graph of the circuit and label edges by switches on them), logic
of binary relations, medical diagnosis, Markov chains, social choice, organizational
models, informational systems, political systems, and clusterings. All of these are
trivially applications of inclines, but some generalize in a non-trivial way which gives
additional structure. In addition there are a number of special applications known to
us, and many more developed by other workers.
Matrices over an incline provide linear systems models by x[i + 1] = x[i]A[i] +
u[i]B[i] where x[i] gives the state of the system at time i, A is a transition matrix,
B is some external input, u is a control. This could be considered as an industrial
system involving control, or even a system like the nervous system, where the impact
on some neuron is the supremum of influences from other neurons which have some
constant weights. However in this case we would not necessarily want everything
to decrease. This can also represent sociological systems involving an opinion, and
influence of one individual on another.
Inclines can provide simple approximations to more complex systems, for in-
stance order-of-magnitude calculations over the real numbers, or an estimate of a
p-adic valuation, or an estimate of probability. We could consider statement i sup-
ports C to a degree ai and its probability is pi giving a lower bound of aipi on the
confidence with which C is supported. This is somewhat related to the fact that the
ideals in a ring under the operations of product and sum form a non-commutative
incline.
We can define the concept of a finite state machine over an incline, where the tran-
sition and output functions are linear maps of modules over an incline. This enables
a simple representation of adders. There is a sizeable body of work on automata over
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semirings like tropical semirings, see [32]. Simon [34] and Hashiguchi [21] have in
particular obtained deep results.
In social choice theory, the use of inclines can in a sense bypass the paradox of
Arrow’s impossibility theory. We consider group preferences on a set of decisions or
alternatives or candidates for office X = {x1, . . . , xm} as given by n-tuples of linear
orders Pi on X. Pi is the preference relation of individual i, that is, Pi is a binary
relation and {xj , xk} ∈ Pi if and only individual i prefers alternative xk to xj , or likes
it at least as well. Then the group choice is a function F(P1, P2, . . . , Pn) whose
values lie again in some sort of binary relation on X. In place of binary relations
we can use Boolean matrices which represent them, so that P 〈i〉jk = 1 if and only
if individual i likes alternative k at least as well as j , or we can use matrices over
some other semiring. Arrow’s theorem assumes that F is Pareto optimal (no other
alternative is better for everyone than what results from F ), non-dictatorial (not the
choice of any individual), and independent of irrelevant alternatives (the choice be-
tween two alternatives depends only on the n-tuple of preferences regarding those
two alternatives, not on preferences concerning other alternatives). The new idea is
that instead of the value of F being a transitive and complete matrix over a Boolean
algebra, it can be an idempotent and complete matrix over an incline. Over 72 we
can define a non-trivial social welfare function as Fij = k/n where k is the number
of voters who do not prefer i to j . Note that if at least n− a voters prefer i to j and
at least n− b voters prefer j to k then at least the intersection set prefer i to k, and its
size is at least n− a − b. That means Fik  Fij + Fjk which is transitivity in that
incline. This is associated to majority rule, which is not transitive in the usual sense.
Some uses of inclines in decision theory relate to the maximin rule being express-
ible in terms of operations over 71 and to the Nash bargaining solution, which maxi-
mizes a product of utilities, expressible in terms of 73 operations (disagreement point
chosen as zero). The operations “and”, “or” in logic naturally correspond to incline
operations, but it is sometimes impossible to find a suitable equivalent to “if then”.
Dynamical programming in the case of finding a least total cost branch of a tree,
can be directly expressed in terms of inclines (costs are additive over the edges in
each branch). In fact, powers of a matrix directly yield least cost paths over any tree.
Example
 0 0.2 10.3 0 0.5
1 0.2 0

 .
Its square over 72 has (1, 3) entry 0.2 + 0.3 = 0.5 indicating that is the least cost
path between those vertices.
We represent the tree by a matrix over 72 or its extension to R+, and then a suit-
able power of this matrix gives the least total cost. This generalizes to corresponding
methods in control theory.
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Clustering is the problem of given, a dissimilarity or similarity matrix (dij ) on a
set of data, to find a corresponding hierarchy of partitions or equivalence relations
on the data, like phylum, class, order, genus, species in biology. A well-known and
simple method is the single link method. This amounts to representing the data in
terms of a matrix over 71 and taking some idempotent power. This has the problem
that if two clusters are connected by a single chain of elements, they become a single
cluster. This problem may be reduced if one works instead over an incline like 72.
Example. Consider this symmetric similarity matrix over 71.

1 0.7 0 0
0.7 1 0.1 0
0 0.1 1 0
0 0 0 1

 .
Its square is

1 0.7 0.1 0
0.7 1 0.1 0
0.1 0.1 1 0
0 0 0 1


giving the partitions {{1, 2, 3}, {4}} and {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}}.
One can consider the permanent over an incline like 72 and note that it repre-
sents a solution to the assignment problem of finding a permutation yielding entries
in a matrix whose sum is a maximum or minimum. This permanent is defined as∑
permutation π
∏n
i=1 aiπ(i).
Example. The 72 permanent of this matrix(
0.4 0.3
0.1 0.2
)
is the infimum of 0.4 + 0.2, 0.1 + 0.3 = 0.4.
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